Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

Regulation of the cerebral arteries by the facial nerve {#sec2-1}
-------------------------------------------------------

Our understanding of the anatomical connection of the greater superficial petrosal branch of the facial nerve to the terminal sphenopalatine ganglion (SPG) and the SPG projections to the cerebral arteries began with Vesalius' early dissections in the 16^th^ century. Myelinated and unmyelinated fibers carried by the SPG and distributed in plexi on either side of the vascular adventitia were more recently described\[[@ref1][@ref2]\] as were the origin of the preganglionic parasympathetic fibers of the facial nerve in the salivatory nucleus of the brainstem\[[@ref3][@ref4]\] that, when chemically stimulated with glutamate injection, produce ipsilateral increases in cerebral blood flow (CBF).\[[@ref5]\] Those preganglionic parasympathetic neurons project through the geniculate ganglion with few, if any, synapses there\[[@ref6]\] and run to more distal ganglia, the best studied of which is the SPG. The parasympathetic innervation carried by the facial nerve is generally distributed to the tissues derived from the branchial arch mesoderm, accounting for the facial nerve\'s effects on lacrimation, salivation, and blood flow to facial muscles as well as effects on the cerebral arteries. A schematic view of the facial nerve is provided in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Anatomy of the facial nerve illustrating putative outflow to the various parts of the cerebral circulation, and the sites of stimulation of various devices in development for the treatment of brain ischemia: spheres and ovals = ganglia](BC-2-164-g001){#F1}

Over the last century, many (but not all) studies of this topic have shown that electrical stimulation of the facial nerve causes dilation of the cerebral arteries and an increased CBF in normal animals.\[[@ref7][@ref8][@ref9][@ref10][@ref11][@ref12][@ref13][@ref14][@ref15][@ref16][@ref17][@ref18]\] The effect appears to critically involve nitric oxide,\[[@ref13]\] and it may also involve neuropeptide Y and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP).\[[@ref19]\] In contrast, acetylcholine - which also colocalizes with the neuropeptide markers of the parasympathetic nerve endings and which pharmacologically dilates cerebral arteries, for example, after intravenous injection - does not appear to be critically involved in the dilation of cerebral arteries after facial nerve stimulation.\[[@ref7][@ref16]\] Rather, if its role in the salivary glands is any indicator,\[[@ref20]\] acetylcholine released by facial nerve terminals onto the cerebral arteries may specifically increase the permeability of the blood-brain barrier, a known effect of facial nerve stimulation.\[[@ref21][@ref22][@ref23]\] In addition, acetylcholine is a critical neurotransmitter at the ganglia that project to the cerebral arteries such as the SPG.\[[@ref7][@ref8][@ref12]\]

The postganglionic innervation of the facial nerve across the cerebral arterial tree is not uniform. Innervation by the VIP-expressing nerve fibers of the SPG is most dense in the proximal cerebral arteries,\[[@ref24][@ref25][@ref26]\] whereas VIP-positive nerve fibers in small distal cerebral arteries may be derived from neurons of the basal forebrain\[[@ref27][@ref28]\] if they are present at all.\[[@ref25]\] Similarly, the SPG is thought to innervate predominantly the anterior circulation of the brain, having little connection to the posterior circulation that nevertheless carry VIP-expressing nerve fibers at least in the rostral part of the basilar artery.\[[@ref29]\] There is also redundancy and overlap in the innervation. In the anterior circulation, the SPG cannot be the sole source of parasympathetic innervation for the cerebral arteries since lesions of the SPG reduce VIP-expressing fiber density only by about one-third.\[[@ref24]\] The density of VIP innervation of the anterior circulation appears to be replaced after unilateral extirpation of the SPG,\[[@ref24]\] perhaps from the sprouting of new nerve fibers from other sources of innervation.

The SPG may be one of the several sources of parasympathetic fibers by which the facial nerve dilates the cerebral arteries. Stimulation of the main trunk of the facial nerve distal to the geniculate ganglion has no effect on cerebral artery dilation,\[[@ref30]\] whereas stimulation of the geniculate ganglion dilates the cerebral arteries\[[@ref6]\] (since both stimulation sites cause ipsilateral facial movements, it cannot be said that the effect on the cerebral arteries and CBF is related to facial muscle contraction). Anatomical studies also support the parasympathetic projections to the cerebral arteries leaving the facial nerve trunk at or before the geniculate ganglion, such as occurs with the greater superficial petrosal nerve that innervates the SPG. Yet, comparing across various reports that provide quantifiable data would suggest that proximal stimulation of the facial nerve trunk produces larger CBF responses than does distal stimulation of the SPG: stimulation of the facial nerve trunk produced 47--120% increase in CBF over baseline\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref11][@ref14]\] versus a 19--45% increase over baseline after stimulation of the SPG.\[[@ref7][@ref10][@ref12][@ref13][@ref31]\] Furthermore, extirpation of the SPG does not eliminate the ability of vagus nerve stimulation to reduce infarct size in a rat ischemic stroke model,\[[@ref32]\] wherein the increase in CBF caused by vagus nerve stimulation in normal cat and monkey is completely blockable by transection of the facial nerve trunk\[[@ref30]\] \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. Thus, connections for the parasympathetic facial nerve to the cerebral arteries other than the SPG likely exist, and the preganglionic projections separate from the facial nerve trunk in the region of the geniculate ganglion as the petrosal nerves.

###### 

Effect of electrical stimulation of the various cranial nerves on cortical artery diameter in the experiments of Cobb and Finesinger\[[@ref30]\]

  Cranial nerve                               Number of trials   Number of animals   Results (%)
  ------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------- -------------------------------------------
  III                                         10                 3                   9 with no change (90), 1 constricted (10)
  V\*                                         38                 13                  38 with no change (100)
  VII                                         147                25                  122 dilated (83), 25 with no change (17)
  VIII                                        25                 8                   25 with no change (100)
  IX                                          14                 6                   14 with no change (100)
  X\*\*                                       41                 19                  33 dilated (80), 8 with no change (20)
   With VII transected                        20                 5                   20 with no change (100)
   Trunk stimulated distal to transection     20                 5                   20 with no change (100)
   Trunk stimulated proximal to transection   22                 4                   19 dilated (86), 3 with no change (14)
  XI                                          42                 11                  42 with no change (100)
  XII                                         17                 5                   17 with no change (100)

Cats (*n*=25) and monkeys (*n*=4) were used. The stimulation parameters and use of anesthesia were not welldescribed in the manuscript. \*Several studies have since shown that trigeminal stimulation causes cerebral artery vasodilation, but it appears that this effect is dependent largely upon a brainstem reflex that has as its efferent loop the facial nerve\[[@ref9]\] \*\*Note the relevance of the findings to reports of vagal nerve stimulator as a potential treatment for ischemic stroke, as per\[[@ref87]\]

To that point, some animals including monkeys and man\[[@ref18][@ref33][@ref34][@ref35]\] exhibit an internal carotid ganglion in the cavernous carotid region that has fibers and neuron cell bodies within it expressing parasympathetic markers. The internal carotid ganglion -- sometimes referred to as a "mini-ganglion" or an ectopic SPG -- receives innervation from the greater superficial petrosal nerve and projects to the intra- and extracranial internal carotid artery; projections from the internal carotid ganglion also appear to reach into the circle of Willis and its branches in man\[[@ref35]\] but not in rat.\[[@ref36][@ref37]\] Similar appearing ganglia known as cavernous ganglia also exist within the trabeculae of the cavernous sinus.\[[@ref35]\] Furthermore, the otic ganglion, which also receives parasympathetic projections from the facial nerve (as well as glossopharyngeal nerve) sends projections to the cerebral arteries in cat\[[@ref38]\] and rat.\[[@ref34]\] Projections from the internal carotid, cavernous, and otic ganglia might account at least in part for the incomplete loss of VIP nerve fibers on the anterior circulation after SPG lesions,\[[@ref24]\] but other than the otic ganglion\'s ability to induce vasodilation in and salivation from the parotid gland, the physiological roles for these ganglia have been untested. It is reasonable to suspect that they dilate the cerebral arteries of the anterior circulation\[[@ref1]\] if they are physiologically analogous to the SPG, but to our knowledge, this physiological action has never been tested. At best, the otic ganglion may have been retrogradely activated in the experiments of Sato *et al*.\[[@ref14]\] who stimulated the proximal cut end of the lingual nerve (which carries the parasympathetic projections of the facial nerve to the otic ganglion) and observed dilation of the common carotid artery without changes in frontal cortex CBF; since Sato *et al*. observed that increase in both measures of blood flow after stimulation of the distal end of the cut facial nerve trunk, it may be that the otic ganglion was responsible for the effect on common carotid artery, whereas other ganglia were responsible for the effect on the frontal cortex. SPG stimulation, by comparison, is reported to dilate the intra- and extra-cranial internal carotid artery,\[[@ref12][@ref39]\] without report of any effect on the upstream carotid. Though the extent of cerebral artery regulation by the facial nerve, and the territorial responsibilities of the facial nerve\'s various ganglia over the cerebral arterial tree, are incompletely understood, one might reasonably hypothesize if not conclude outright from these observations that the facial nerve has multiple postganglionic routes to the cerebral arteries and is not limited solely to the SPG.

The otic ganglion does not appear to innervate the posterior circulation\[[@ref36][@ref37]\] as some have hypothesized.\[[@ref39]\] The parasympathetic innervation of the basilar and vertebral arteries either expresses little VIP or else is itself minimal. In man and monkey, posterior circulation innervation appeared to be derived from the cavernous ganglia and conveyed to the posterior arteries along the abducens nerve.\[[@ref33][@ref35]\]

Practically speaking, stimulation of the facial nerve for the purpose of causing cerebral artery dilation appears to be maximally effective around the 10 Hz frequency,\[[@ref4][@ref8][@ref12][@ref13]\] a property consistent all the way through the system to the postganglionic nerve fiber acting on *ex vivo* arteries.\[[@ref40]\] The frequency dependency of stimulation may extend to the duration of the CBF response as well, with 10 Hz stimulation producing longer-lasting increases in CBF than 5 or 20 Hz stimulation.\[[@ref41]\] Continuous stimulation appears to be more effective than does burst stimulation at increasing CBF,\[[@ref16]\] and the CBF response to brief periods (e.g., a minute\[[@ref8]\]) of stimulation develops within a matter of tens of seconds. CBF increases with an ipsilateral predominance after unilateral facial nerve stimulation in most animal models\[[@ref8][@ref16][@ref31]\] and bilateral stimulation has never been assessed.

Regulation of the extra-cerebral cranial arteries by the facial nerve {#sec2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The arteries of the dura and those that are extracranial are of potential relevance to brain ischemia because they can provide collateral circulation to the brain.\[[@ref42]\] The facial nerve appears to innervate both. Dural arteries (e.g., the meningeal arteries) have in common with cerebral arteries innervation from the facial nerve as well as sympathetic and trigeminal nerves,\[[@ref43]\] and dural blood flow is increased after stimulation of a facial nerve trunk that is isolated from the brainstem by transection.\[[@ref44]\] In the extracranial tissues, the facial nerve is well-known to increase blood flow to the lacrimal and salivary glands. Other extracranial tissues (e.g. the lip, tongue, branchial musculature, gingiva, and palate) also appear to have parasympathetic innervation that originates from the SPG and otic ganglion.\[[@ref14][@ref45][@ref46]\]

The extracranial and dural vasculatures are of relevance to CBF because of the presence of extra- and intra-cranial collaterals that might help supply ischemic brain with added blood flow. The clinical relevance of collaterals including those between the cerebral arteries was originally described by Charcot in the 19^th^ century and was confirmed by more recent research with endovascular clot retrieval procedures.\[[@ref47]\] Such collaterals may not be present in all animal species or in all individuals of a species, and they may open and close under various conditions.\[[@ref48]\] The effect of neural regulation of collateral blood flow has not, to our knowledge, been studied directly.

Variability in the cerebral artery response to facial nerve stimulation {#sec2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Cerebral artery dilation and an increase in CBF after facial nerve stimulation had not been seen in all laboratories. Reliably unresponsive CBF measures were obtained by Linder\[[@ref44]\] who stimulated the facial nerve trunk in rabbit, and by Busija and Heistad\[[@ref49]\] who stimulated the greater superficial petrosal nerve in a cat, although both studies detected physiological responses expected from facial nerve stimulation (e.g., lacrimation and salivation, blood flow increases to the eye and lacrimal gland). Replication of these experimental protocols, and then meticulous stepwise substitution of the animal species, anesthetic, blood flow measure, etc., would likely be illuminating.

More interestingly, the effect of facial nerve stimulation is not absolutely reliable even within a given experimental protocol and quite possibly within an individual experimental subject. One need only considers the early observations of Cobb and Finesinger\[[@ref30]\] in cat and monkey, as summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, wherein frequent -- but not assured -- dilation of superficial cortical arteries was demonstrated after stimulation of the facial nerve trunk. A comparable response rate was observed by Forbes.\[[@ref50]\] The variability would appear to be on the part of the facial nerve rather than the cerebral arteries since the same inconsistency is also seen with ocular blood flow measures.\[[@ref51][@ref52]\] More modern reports make no mention of the reliability of the effect of facial nerve stimulation on CBF: The effect of facial nerve stimulation is reported as either reliably present or reliably absent. The regularity in modern reports might suggest the resolution of some unknown variabilities in early experimental protocols or, alternatively, the advent of reporting bias.

Interindividual variability in the facial nerve\'s regulation of the cerebral arteries clearly exists at the anatomical level. The size and number of cavernous ganglia in man, for example, varies widely: In Suzuki and Hardebo\'s report,\[[@ref35]\] three of five autopsy specimens showed only collections of 10--20 cells, whereas the other two specimens had collections of 120--150 cells. An order of magnitude difference in the number of cells in the SPG, internal carotid ganglia, and cavernous ganglia between individuals was also found in monkeys and man.\[[@ref33][@ref53][@ref54]\] How anatomical differences impact physiological responses is not known, but it does raise a straightforward hypothesis to explain the interindividual variability.

Finally, intraindividual variability in facial nerve responsiveness may exist. The report of Cobb and Finesinger, and of Forbes, would allow for intraindividual variability, and indeed Cobb and Finesinger speculate on variability in cardiovascular parameters as causing unresponsiveness to facial nerve stimulation. Our own results with noninvasive facial nerve stimulation also demonstrate intraindividual variability. If the facial nerve is the efferent limb in cerebral vascular reflexes with one or more sensory afferent limbs (e.g., trigeminal), there would be no reason to expect those reflex components to be uniformly responsive, just as jaw jerk reflexes are readily modulated by various physiological inputs.\[[@ref55]\] The evidence would, in fact, suggest the facial nerve acts in this manner, as discussed in the next section.

Purpose of facial nerve regulation of the cranial vasculature {#sec2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The natural question arising at this point would be, for what purpose does the facial nerve regulate the cerebral and extracerebral cranial arteries? Some insight into that question can be provided by understanding if the facial nerve modulates CBF during mundane activities, extremis, or both.

There is some indication that the facial nerve is involved in both setting basal CBF and compensating for lost CBF although the latter is more compelling. Lesioning of the SPG or its projections to the cerebral arteries does not appear to affect basal CBF levels chronically,\[[@ref17][@ref56]\] whereas acute lesioning produces a drop in CBF despite a simultaneous hypercapnic reaction.\[[@ref12][@ref57]\] The acute reaction to denervation may be nothing more than irritation of the damaged neural structures, or it may show that the facial nerve influences resting CBF in a manner that is readily compensated by other influences given sufficient time; supporting the latter possibility is the histological observation that the parasympathetic innervation of the anterior circulation regrows after destruction of the SPG.\[[@ref24]\] The rise in CBF caused by stimulation of the facial nerve does not affect neuronal activity or brain tissue metabolism\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref10]\] although it increases the availability of oxygen in the brain tissue\[[@ref31]\] indicative of luxury perfusion. Goadsby and Duckworth\'s study\[[@ref58]\] of the mechanism by which the trigeminal nerve increases CBF in anesthetized cat also confirms the dissociation between facial nerve activity and the routine regulation of CBF: They demonstrate that trigeminal ganglion stimulation increases CBF to the contralateral parietal lobe as would be expected because of the sensory input to the somatosensory cortex of the parietal lobe, and importantly that this increase in CBF persists after facial nerve transection that otherwise blocked the increase in CBF to other brain regions.

In extremis, facial nerve stimulation appears to increase or preserve CBF, for example, in rats with SPG lesions subject to cold stress\[[@ref59]\] and in rats with hemorrhagic hypotension subject to facial nerve stimulation\[[@ref44]\] although these physiological stressors inherently affect cardiovascular performance and hematologic properties in a manner that can confound CBF measures. More relevant challenges for the facial nerve might be injuries limited to the brain, such as ischemic stroke and other conditions of brain ischemia (e.g., traumatic brain injury). The former has been extensively studied (the latter, not at all) as will be described below with the effect of facial nerve stimulation reliably reversing brain ischemia in the absence of systemic changes in cardiovascular performance.

It is important to recognize that stimulation of the facial nerve in normal animals may be endogenously opposed, wherein the opposition could directly inhibit the effectiveness of the facial nerve and/or reflexively activate vasoconstrictive systems. This concept gets back to the inter- and intra-individual variability in response to facial nerve stimulation and it originates with the early experiments of Cobb and Finesinger,\[[@ref30]\] who struggled to explain the inconsistent response to facial nerve stimulation in their cat and monkey experiments. As Salanga and Waltz\[[@ref60]\] demonstrated in the pentobarbital-anesthetized normal cat, electrical stimulation of the facial nerve trunk increased CBF only when the connection of the trunk to the brainstem was cut proximal to the stimulation site. Without proximal transection, stimulation of the facial nerve trunk produced a decrease in CBF that Salanga and Waltz interpreted to be the summation of dilation caused by the facial nerve and a larger, countervailing constriction caused by another system. Other researchers\[[@ref8][@ref9][@ref11]\] also employed proximal transection as a means to show-in-full the effect of facial nerve stimulation on CBF and cerebral artery caliber -- sometimes with no success\[[@ref44][@ref49]\] -- without understanding what brainstem reflexes or reactions they were attempting to block.

One reasonably might interpret the available data as indicative that the facial nerve projections to the cranial arteries serve to protect the brain from injury, the most common forms of which are ischemic or relatively ischemic in nature. *In vivo*, the facial nerve might serve as the effector end of a brainstem reflex loop in which sensory nerve endings of the trigeminal nerve are first activated in response to tissue damage. Indeed, stimulation of the trigeminal ganglion in cat increases CBF in a manner that is bilateral and blockable in each hemisphere by transection of the respective facial nerve trunk.\[[@ref58]\] A brainstem reflex involving these components, such as we suggest here, but operating in a malfunctional manner, is postulated to underlie cluster headaches.\[[@ref61]\]

Ultimately, understanding the purpose of why the facial nerve regulates the cerebral arteries and CBF is of lesser importance than recognizing the opportunity of the facial nerve provides to counteract brain injuries in the clinical setting, which will now be reviewed.

Clinical Development of Facial Nerve Stimulator Devices {#sec1-2}
=======================================================

The development programs for medical devices that stimulate the facial nerve for the treatment of conditions of brain ischemia will now be reviewed. However, before doing so, it deserves mentioning that facial nerve stimulation -- specifically, at the SPG -- appears to be an effective treatment for at least one vascular headache condition such as cluster headache.\[[@ref62][@ref63]\] Cluster headache is well-known to involve dilation of the major cerebral arteries,\[[@ref64]\] so treating cluster headache with SPG stimulation, then, would at a glance appear to be paradoxical. Yet, SPG stimulation in cluster headache patients between headache attacks decreases flow velocities in the middle cerebral artery (MCA) as measured by transcranial Doppler ultrasonography, suggesting vasodilation, and it increases infrared spectroscopy measures of cortical perfusion.\[[@ref65]\] It may be that the cerebral artery dilation in cluster headache is an epiphenomenon of the condition or even an inadequate reaction to the pathophysiological mechanism of cluster headache, and that dilation in response to SPG stimulation is irrelevant to its therapeutic effect. As reported by Schytz *et al*.,\[[@ref65]\] SPG stimulation at all frequencies caused cerebral artery dilation and an increase in CBF, but only high-frequency stimulation (80--120 Hz) is used to treat cluster headaches whereas low-frequency stimulation (5 Hz) actually triggered cluster headache attacks. At any rate, herein, we focus on the development of facial nerve stimulator devices as treatments for brain ischemia, specifically ischemic stroke, in which restoring lost CBF directly oppose the immediate pathophysiological process and has a strong predictive value for good clinical outcomes.\[[@ref66]\]

Invasive facial nerve stimulation as a treatment for brain ischemia {#sec2-5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Founded in 2000, the Israeli company BrainsGate has been developing a device known at various times as the Ischemic Stroke System™, Ischemic Stroke System 500, and the NeuroPath™ IS System. The BrainsGate device stimulates the SPG a distal portion of the facial nerve and is in late-stage development as a treatment for ischemic stroke. This review of the BrainsGate program is based on the publicly available information; BrainsGate did not reply to our requests to coauthor this review.

Use of the BrainsGate device involves placement of a needle-shaped electrode into the greater palatine canal of the hard palate at the back of the throat \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]\[[@ref93]\] through which electrical current can be delivered to the SPG. The electrical current is created in the electrode by means of magnetic energy delivered through the cheek from a transmission coil. The electrode takes 20 min to implant by one report from BrainsGate\[[@ref67]\] despite the fact that the procedure involves establishing a sterile environment and neuronavigation processes \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. The electrode is implanted unilateral to the side of infarction and only in cases where the anterior circulation is involved. Promotional materials from BrainsGate investors\[[@ref94]\] state the surgical procedure will be performed by neurologists although a current BrainsGate trial focused on treatment safety necessitates that only "certified implanters" use their device,\[[@ref95]\] suggesting some need for specialized training.

![The BrainsGate device. (a) General anatomy of implantation site in the hard palate and the electrode. (b) Actual surgical implantation. (c) Transduction coil and control equipment. (d) Neuronavigation processing. (e) Surgical team including neuronavigation system in the Intensive Care Unit\[[@ref93]\]](BC-2-164-g002){#F2}

The concept of the BrainsGate device is, of course, strongly supported by the numerous studies described previously examining electrical stimulation of the SPG in normal animals. The concept of the BrainsGate device is further supported by the repeated observation that lesions of the SPG or its efferents to the cerebral arteries allow for larger infarct volumes in rat stroke models,\[[@ref68][@ref69][@ref70]\] a finding that also supports the proposed natural protective role for the SPG against brain ischemia. BrainsGate itself sponsored preclinical studies of SPG stimulation as a treatment for ischemic stroke that are technically comparable to studies of direct electrical stimulation of the SPG by way of cranial dissection. SPG stimulation improved CBF and reduced infarct volumes in rat ischemic stroke models of transient\[[@ref71]\] or permanent\[[@ref72]\] MCA occlusion and of photothrombosis.\[[@ref73]\] Improved neurological function in the rat transient\[[@ref74]\] and permanent\[[@ref75]\] MCA occlusion models was also reported in abstracts, and the results of a separate set of rat permanent MCA occlusion experiments published as a peer-reviewed manuscript\[[@ref71]\] showed more rapid improvement in neurological function in SPG-stimulated rats. The stimulation parameters in the BrainsGate-sponsored rat studies appear to include 10 Hz frequency administered nearly continuously for 3 h daily over 4--7 days, with the therapeutic window ranging from immediately poststroke to 24 h poststroke.

After successful testing of SPG stimulation in its rodent models of ischemic stroke, BrainsGate pursued an additional study in the dog double-hemorrhage model of cerebral artery vasospasm.\[[@ref39]\] Ipsilateral electrical stimulation was delivered to the SPG through a lateral temporal surgical exposure using 10 Hz pulses. The first set of three 90-s stimulation periods was delivered with each stimulation period separated by 60 s, and 30 min after completion of the first set, a second set of three stimulation periods was delivered. The assessment of the SPG stimulation on the vasospastic arteries was acute: Angiography was performed after each 90-s stimulation period and compared against prestimulation. Dilation of the vasospastic anterior and middle cerebral arteries as well as the nonvasospastic internal carotid artery as far as its extracranial portion was observed with the most pronounced effect of SPG stimulation occurred in arteries with the most severe vasospasm \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. However, the arteries appeared to revert to the vasospastic state within 15 min of the cessation of stimulation. A comparable study was later conducted in the same laboratory using the monkey model of cerebral artery vasospasm,\[[@ref76]\] and it confirmed a transient reduction in angiographic vasospasm severity after SPG stimulation. The monkey study was supported by Boston Scientific, which shortly thereafter invested in BrainsGate.

![Effect of electrical stimulation of the sphenopalatine ganglion on cerebral arteries in the dog double-hemorrhage model of cerebral artery vasospasm.\[[@ref39]\] (a) Anteroposterior cerebral angiograms from a dog before stimulation of the sphenopalatine ganglion; (b) during the second series of stimulations; and (c) 30 min after completion of the second series of stimulation. Arrow = middle cerebral artery, arrowhead = anterior cerebral artery](BC-2-164-g003){#F3}

The subsequent clinical development of the BrainsGate device has accumulated a wealth of data on the effectiveness of facial nerve stimulation as a medical therapy for ischemic stroke, but that data have largely been undisclosed to the scientific and medical community. A safety study of the BrainsGate device, the IMPlant Augmenting Cerebral Blood Flow Trial (ImPACT)-1, was begun in 2006 and completed in 2008. While the design of the ImPACT-1 study has been published,\[[@ref77]\] the results of the study have not been published save for an abstract of the interim analysis of the first 48 patients.\[[@ref67]\] The abstract reports 23 of 48 patients completing the treatment and no deaths related to the treatment. The only adverse events reported were recurrent stroke with hemorrhagic transformation (*n* = 1), symptomatic brain edema (*n* = 1), wound dehiscence at the electrode implantation site (*n* = 2), and "malpositioning" presumably of the electrode (*n* = 2). In regard to treatment efficacy, the abstract reports a significant effect of treatment on "the range" of modified Rankin scale scores in a historical comparison against the 1995 NINDS rt-PA trial control group. Other efficacy data from the ImPACT-1 study were recently released in a slide deck posted online by one of the study sites\[[@ref94]\] \[[Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]: In comparison with the historical control data from the NINDS rt-PA trial, NIHSS scores of neurological function appear to be positively influenced by the BrainsGate device in a group of 99 patients, presumably all of whom actually received treatment. "Positive outcome" on the NIHSS in the BrainsGate analysis is assumed to be the same as "favorable outcome" (NIHSS ≤1) in the NINDS rt-PA trial report.\[[@ref78]\] If so, a comparison of the ImPACT-1 data against more contemporary control patient groups from trials such as ECASS-3\[[@ref79]\] (also completed in 2008) would have suggested a smaller margin of efficacy \[[Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\] although little is known about the poststroke treatments of the ImPACT-1 study in comparison with ECASS-3. However, in either comparison, the effect of the BrainsGate device appears promising.

![Results of the ImPACT-1 study. (a) Results comparing NIHSS scores against NINDS rt-PA trial control group. (b) Including results from a clinical trial control group (ECASS-3) concurrent with the ImPACT-1 study. BG: BrainsGate, ImPACT-1: IMPlant Augmenting Cerebral Blood Flow Trial 1](BC-2-164-g004){#F4}

Encouraged by the ImPACT-1 study, BrainsGate pursued further clinical testing of their device although the nature of the subsequent clinical studies is not clear. A 2013 investor report stated "in 2010 BrainsGate completed a clinical trial on approximately 300 patients," the results of which "strengthened the assessment that BrainsGate\'s treatment has a considerable clinical effect... stronger than the effect found in current treatments."\[[@ref89]\] Certainly, the analysis of scientific data by a financial investor should be considered skeptically, and it must be so considered when it is put forth in a public document to encourage further investment; yet, the ≈300 patient clinical trial was followed at the time by a Series C investment of nearly \$20 M into BrainsGate, suggesting success.

The ≈300 patient clinical trial must be a free-standing trial since the 2013 investor report lists immediately under the ≈300 patient clinical trial the enrollment of "287 patients at 63 medical centers in the United States, Europe, and Asia" in "an additional clinical study... which is expected to support BrainsGate\'s planned PMA submission to the FDA."\[[@ref90]\] A 480-patient randomized controlled trial identified as "ImPACT-24" was first listed in January 2009 under the ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT00826059.\[[@ref90]\] The NCT00826059 trial appears to have multiple interim analyses embedded in it, beginning with an interim analysis that was successfully completed in April 2014, when "approximately 440 patients" had been enrolled, per the SEC report of one of BrainsGate\'s investors\[[@ref91]\] and the BrainsGate website.\[[@ref92]\] Another interim analysis was planned for 600-enrolled patients, which at the time of the disclosure was expected to occur in 2015.\[[@ref93]\] The 2015 investor report\[[@ref94]\] confirms enrollment of the 600 patients but does not provide insight on the results of the interim analysis despite an obviously optimistic assessment of BrainsGate\'s ongoing clinical trial. At any rate, a clinical trial continues enrollment to this date under the original ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT00826059, but the trial is now unnamed.\[[@ref95]\]

The ongoing NCT00826059 clinical trial is designed to assess the BrainsGate device in patients who had ischemic stroke limited to the anterior circulation territory and who are not candidates for rt-PA or endovascular clot retrieval catheter treatments. The side of infarction must be identified by early neuroimaging before the treatment because the BrainsGate device is applied unilaterally. The stimulation parameters employed in the clinical trial appear to be 10 Hz delivered for 4 h on each of 5 consecutive days.\[[@ref94]\] A therapeutic window of 8-24 h poststroke is being employed, perhaps in part because treatment times \<8 h operationally conflict with rt-PA and endovascular catheters procedures.

In 2013, during the ongoing conduct of the NCT00826059 clinical trial, BrainsGate initiated a new randomized controlled trial called IMPACT-24Bt (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01874093). The IMPACT-24Bt trial was designed to enroll 150 ischemic stroke patients who are treated with rt-PA (which is exclusion criteria in NCT00826059 trial), but otherwise patients are enrolled according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the NCT00826059 trial. The IMPACT-24Bt clinical trial is strongly focused on hemorrhagic safety concerns, namely hemorrhage from the electrode implantation site in the oral cavity and symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage. It is not clear why the IMPACT-24Bt trial was started at a time when the lead NCT00826059 trial was midway through its 800-1000 patient enrollment target. One explanation is that the IMPACT-24Bt clinical trial reflects BrainsGate\'s confidence in their device as a treatment for a broad range of ischemic stroke patients as would be suggested by investor materials that optimistically estimate 80% of all ischemic stroke patients to be treatable by the BrainsGate device.\[[@ref94]\] The purpose of the IMPACT-24Bt clinical trial might then be to broaden clinical use of the BrainsGate device, and perhaps initiation of the IMPACT-24Bt trial was triggered by success at one of the interim analyses. Either sort of hemorrhage should not be surprising in a clinical trial of a surgically implanted device that treats ischemic stroke, and intracranial hemorrhage in particular might be expected in the NCT00826059 clinical trial if the time to first treatment with the BrainsGate device is comparable to that achieved in ImPACT-1 (i.e., 17.7 h\[[@ref67]\]) because the rate of intracranial hemorrhage in ischemic stroke patients is known to increase as the time to reperfusion becomes longer.\[[@ref80]\] Further along these lines, SPG stimulation appears to increase blood-brain barrier permeability,\[[@ref21][@ref22][@ref23]\] which might promote intracranial hemorrhage in ischemic stroke patients.\[[@ref81]\]

Noninvasive facial nerve stimulation as a treatment for brain ischemia {#sec2-6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

NeuroSpring and its for-profit research partner, Nervive, are developing a noninvasive medical device for the emergency treatment of conditions of brain ischemia known as the VitalFlow™ stimulator. Specifically, the VitalFlow stimulator is being developed as a treatment for acute ischemic stroke.

The basic concept of the VitalFlow stimulator is to position magnetic stimulation coils on the sides of the head from which magnetic fields can be generated, and to direct the magnetic fields at the portion of the facial nerve located deep to the structures of the middle ear \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. The anatomical target of the facial nerve -- the geniculate ganglion region/labyrinthine segment of the nerve - is in-line with the long axis of the ear canal. Therefore, the ear canal provides ready anatomical guidance for the orientation of the stimulation coils, and an ear plug placed on the patient facing surface of the stimulation coil is employed to take advantage of this anatomy. Other advantages of stimulating the facial nerve at the geniculate ganglion region are the larger effect the proximal stimulation has on CBF responses, and the greater reliability of activating the nerve afforded by the multiple turns the nerve takes at that point (i.e., bends in nerves are more susceptible to activation by magnetic stimulation than are straight portions of the same nerve\[[@ref88]\]).

![Anatomical relationship of the ear structures and the facial nerve. The ear canal provides anatomical guidance toward the branching point of the facial nerve\'s projections to the facial muscles and the autonomic parasympathetic projections of the petrosal branches, which separate in the region of the geniculate ganglion](BC-2-164-g005){#F5}

In collaboration with the Sutter Research Institute in Sacramento, California, we demonstrated that stimulation of the facial nerve noninvasively with a pulsed magnetic field increases CBF and dilates the cerebral arteries. In experiments with anesthetized dogs and sheep, we positioned a prototype of the VitalFlow stimulator made from modified commercially available transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) equipment over the ear so that movements of the facial muscles could be reliably produced.^2^ Stimulation of the facial nerve for a period of 5 min was then administered, and in response increases in CBF and dilation of the cerebral arteries were observed in all 6 sheep and 4 dogs tested. These results were published in "Brain Research" in 2013.\[[@ref41]\]

The CBF response to stimulation occurred frequently but not uniformly, and when it did occur the increase in CBF typically outlasted the 5 min period of stimulation by 1--2 min. However, in some trials, the stimulator\'s position resulted in an increase in CBF that outlasted the stimulation by 20-30 min. The response to facial nerve stimulation appeared to be dependent upon the position of the stimulation coil, yet a degree of the variability described by Cobb and Finesinger and by Forbes could easily be hidden therein. Examples of prolonged CBF responses and the angiographic response to magnetic stimulation of the facial nerve are shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, the size of the CBF response was related to stimulation power and frequency as has been predicted for magnetic stimulation of a physiological system,\[[@ref18]\] with 10 Hz stimulation frequency outperforming higher or lower frequencies. More recent studies in anesthetized normal pig have shown that magnetic facial nerve stimulation for 2 min increased CBF as much as did 5 min of stimulation (around 60% over baseline) but more than did 1 min of stimulation, and that the effect of stimulation lasts about 2 h and is serially reproducible without tachyphylaxis (submitted for publication). In that study, which employed neuronavigation to ensure proper positioning of the stimulation coil, we again observed an occasional unresponsiveness to stimulation, with about 15% of stimulation trials producing less than a 20% rise in CBF. Interestingly, as supposed by the data of Cobb and Finesinger, we found that a lack of response to magnetic facial nerve stimulation in one trial did not preclude an individual pig from demonstrating a large CBF response when subject to the same stimulation parameters on another day.

![Prolonged effect of magnetic facial nerve stimulation on cerebral blood flow and cerebral arteries in normal dog and sheep. (a) Frontal cortex cerebral blood flow responses as measured by laser Doppler flowmetry. (b) Anteroposterior cerebral angiograms\[[@ref41]\]](BC-2-164-g006){#F6}

Our experiments in normal animals suggested the CBF response to facial nerve stimulation is rather all-or-none in nature, and that it is not going to be readily titrated to the desired level of perfusion or vasodilation. Whether or not this is an inherent restriction of the physiological system or of limited experimental resources is unclear. Considering that there are at least 5 stimulation parameters that can be readily adjusted (stimulation power, frequency, waveform shape, stimulation pattern, stimulation duration), and simplistically assuming that each parameter would have only 3 possible settings, an animal study of the various stimulation parameter combinations would need 243 groups, which at 5 animals per group would total to an astounding 1200 + animal study. That is not going to happen, particularly if the experiments have to be done in large animals because magnetic stimulation technology cannot be scaled-down proportionate to the size of rodents. A more realistic way to address this issue would be in clinical use of the VitalFlow technology as part of a long-term refinement of the VitalFlow stimulator\'s use in the postmarketing stage.

Based on these observations in normal (nonstroke) animals, we hypothesized that pulsed magnetic stimulation of the facial nerve would improve CBF in ischemic brain when tested in animals with ischemic stroke. We first tested the effectiveness of magnetic facial nerve stimulation in a validated dog model of ischemic stroke.\[[@ref21][@ref22]\] In those experiments, conducted in partnership with the National Center for Medical Imaging and Instrumentation Research (CI3M) at the Metropolitan University of Mexico City, the MCA was occluded by injection of autologous blood clots through an angiography catheter inserted into the distal internal carotid in anesthetized dogs. Occlusion of the MCA was confirmed on angiography and loss of CBF was confirmed by contrast perfusion MRI. Then, 30--90 min later, magnetic facial nerve stimulation was administered ipsilateral to the side of infarction and thereafter CBF was repeatedly measured with contrast perfusion MRI over 1 h. Neuronavigation-guided placement of the stimulation coil in those experiments, and the geniculate ganglion was employed as the target for the magnetic field. By stimulating the facial nerve trunk in this manner, CBF was restored immediately to nearly prestroke levels \[[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\], an effect observable in 11 dogs treated with VitalFlow stimulation in comparison with 6-unstimulated dogs. The effect on CBF translated into the preservation of brain tissue: Using established tissue perfusion thresholds, volumetric analysis of the change in tissue perfusion demonstrated that VitalFlow stimulation reduced core volume in a durable manner. The improvement in CBF to the ischemic brain did not occur at the expense of surrounding brain regions or the contralateral brain, which also exhibited increased CBF versus prestimulation levels. We also did not observe any edema formation or hemorrhagic conversion in stimulated dogs. These results were published in *Stroke* in 2014.\[[@ref82]\]

![Effect of magnetic facial nerve stimulation on cerebral blood flow in dogs with right middle cerebral artery occlusion caused by an autologous blood clot. Coronal section, cerebral blood flow measured by contrast-perfusion magnetic resonance imaging. Image panels are sequential from top to bottom, left to right\[[@ref82]\]](BC-2-164-g007){#F7}

What is more, we have examined the effect of facial nerve stimulation on stable hematoma size after rupture of the intracranial internal carotid artery. In our model, a Tuohy needle was sterotaxically advanced through the frontal cortex to puncture the internal carotid artery; the puncture site was later confirmed by autopsy. Hematoma size was assessed using repeated MRI studies and facial nerve stimulation was administered once the hematoma was stable in size. Stimulation was administered using parameters applied in the dog ischemic stroke study described above. In 3 dogs assessed qualitatively, no enlargement of the hematoma was observed after facial nerve stimulation using parameters effective against ischemic stroke \[[Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}\]. Furthermore, CBF did not obviously increase and unlike normal animals and animals with ischemic stroke, we did not see an increase in extracranial blood flow despite the expected movements of the facial musculature \[compare bottom left panel of [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} with bottom panel of [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}\].

![Effect of magnetic facial nerve stimulation on hematoma volume and cerebral blood flow in a dog with rupture of the intracranial internal carotid artery. Top panels, T1 magnetic resonance imaging demonstrating subarachnoid and intraventricular hemorrhage immediately before stimulation (left) and 60 min after stimulation with parameters as used in dogs with ischemic stroke, as in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}\[[@ref82]\]](BC-2-164-g008){#F8}

The surprising observation in dogs with ruptured internal carotid arteries led us to undertake a series of safety studies, the first of which modified the dog hemorrhage model to use pigs with a ruptured MCA. A randomized, sham-stimulated control design was employed in 10 pigs (submitted for publication). The pig experiments assessed the following physiologic measures: Hematoma volume, intracranial pressure, and brain perfusion index. As in the dogs, magnetic facial nerve stimulation was delivered after hemorrhage induction in the pigs and at parameters that induce cerebral artery dilation and increase CBF in normal animals and animals with ischemic stroke. In comparison with sham stimulation, magnetic facial nerve stimulation in pigs did not further increase hematoma volume, but it did reverse a transient reduction of CBF that may have represented acute vasospasm caused by arterial irritation. Importantly, an increase in intracranial pressure of about 7 mmHg was observed immediately upon completing VitalFlow stimulation that resolved within 5 min after stimulation was completed. The increase in intracranial pressure was considerably shorter than the effect on CBF suggesting that the two are unrelated. Instead, the increase in intracranial pressure may reflect an artifact of head vibration caused by repetitive facial muscle contraction,\[[@ref83]\] and to support that interpretation, stimulation of the SPG does not cause an increase in intracranial pressure or induce facial muscle contraction.\[[@ref76]\] Nevertheless, an increase in intracranial pressure is concerning and may underestimate the effect since the measure was made outside of the stimulation period and with an subdural monitor.\[[@ref84]\]

Recently, we began a study of the effect of magnetic facial nerve stimulation in rabbits with embolism-induced stroke, a model that causes ischemic stroke with a high rate of mortality and not infrequent hemorrhagic conversion and outright intracranial hemorrhage. Use of intravenous rt-PA is well-established in the rabbit model, and we included it as a treatment arm in a 2 × 2 design to assess the effectiveness of each treatment individually and in combination against an untreated control group. The importance of this ongoing study will be to confirm the finding of effectiveness of VitalFlow stimulation in a second animal species and to assess the potential interaction of VitalFlow stimulation and rt-PA in an animal model that commonly involves 'spontaneous' intracranial hemorrhages. After an interim analysis of 38 of the 170 total rabbits, we found no increase in intracranial hemorrhage or mortality after combined use of rt-PA and VitalFlow stimulation. Rather, a single VitalFlow stimulation improved neurological scores to a degree comparable to rt-PA,^3^ and the two treatments together acted synergistically \[[Figure 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}\]. To achieve definitive results, however, the rabbit study will need to progress to completion.

![VitalFlow stimulation with and without rt-PA treatment in the rabbit ischemic stroke model. Box plots of the change in a 10-point neurological exam score\[[@ref98]\] from poststroke/prestimulation to 2 days poststimulation, with larger numbers reflecting greater improvement. The variability in response to facial nerve stimulation can again be seen. In many animals treated with a single VitalFlow stimulation only, little improvement in neurological score was observed 2 days later, but in some animals, the treatment produced very large improvements. It may be that, in some animals, the transient vasodilation produced turbulent blood flow around the occlusive blood clot that facilitated clot breakdown and recanalization](BC-2-164-g009){#F9}

In terms of product development of the VitalFlow for clinical use, Nervive has developed a novel magnetic stimulation coil design (the "Koala" coil) that allows for effective stimulation of the facial nerve in the temporal bone with 70% less stimulation of the overlying brain in comparison with commercially available TMS coils \[[Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}\]. Reduced brain exposure to magnetic energy decreases the potential to induce adverse events in the acutely brain-injured patient although the general safety of TMS of the brain is supported by the medical literature (as comprehensively reviewed by Rossi *et al*.\[[@ref85]\]) and by FDA guidance documents.\[[@ref99]\] A particular concern with VitalFlow stimulation would be the potential to induce or increase seizure activity by nonspecific stimulation of injured brain. We addressed that concern in a safety study in rats and pigs with chemically induced status epilepticus, in which the epileptiform activity was not made worse by magnetic facial nerve stimulation, but rather could often be reduced (submitted for publication). Nevertheless, the Koala coil design should minimize the concern about nonspecific brain stimulation in clinical use of the VitalFlow.

![Computer modeling of induced electrical currents in the human brain caused by magnetic facial nerve stimulation using various coil designs. The magnetic field focus is directed at the geniculate ganglion portion of the facial nerve, which resides in the temporal bone underneath the brain, and the magnetic field strength at the facial nerve target it set at a constant level for all stimulation coils. [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} coil outline shown; Nervive\'s Koala stimulation coil designs are considered proprietary and are not shown](BC-2-164-g010){#F10}

Koala coils have been incorporated into a headrest that can be placed underneath a person\'s head so that the coils can be positioned over both the ears using adjustable positioning arms \[[Figure 11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}\]. Though we continue to use neuronavigation for the time being, we intend that in clinical use the VitalFlow stimulation coils will be positioned in a manner based on external head anatomy. Computer modeling using high-resolution reconstructions of a human head conducted by Nervive indicates that centering the Koala coil by means of an ear plug placed into the ear canal, and rotating the coil\'s stimulation axis to align it with the zygomatic prominence, would optimally orient the magnetic field generated by the coil relative to the target region of the facial nerve and to the axis of the nerve as it runs through the temporal bone. The positioning process will be validated on normal subjects and patients in upcoming clinical studies in comparison to neuronavigation-assisted coil placement.

![The clinical prototype VitalFlow stimulator. Koala stimulation coils (red) are positioned against the sides of the head of a subject under neuronavigation guidance in the current use of the device](BC-2-164-g011){#F11}

The clinical prototype VitalFlow has been successfully employed in early clinical studies. The clinical prototype VitalFlow stimulates the facial nerve bilaterally under the assumption that two is better than one, and that the VitalFlow will be used to treat ischemic stroke patients in a very rapid manner that would not allow for the side of infarction to be determined in advance by neuroimaging. An initial study in 35 normal subjects with the clinical prototype VitalFlow demonstrated safety, tolerability, and efficacy at increasing CBF.\[[@ref97]\] Stimulation power was gradually increased with the permission of the subject up to a power that could be tolerated by the subject for a 3-min period, and with gentle encouragement the subjects could readily tolerate stimulation powers of 80--90% of the maximum device output (corresponding to 1.6--1.8 Tesla magnetic field strength at coil surface). The most common side effects of stimulation were jaw pain or soreness (*n* = 14), sweating (*n* = 12), metallic taste sensation (*n* = 4), neck pain or soreness (*n* = 3), visual flashes (*n* = 3), and nausea (*n* = 2). All side effects were transient and limited to the 3-min period of stimulation. No injury to auditory or vestibular function was found on electrophysiological testing nor did intraocular pressure increase after VitalFlow stimulation. CBF measured 10 min after completion of stimulation at 80--90% power was 32 ± 6% (mean ± standard error of the mean) above baseline.

Since the clinical prototype VitalFlow appeared safe and tolerable in normal subjects, a study in patients suffering from delayed cerebral artery vasospasm ("vasospasm") after subarachnoid hemorrhage was initiated at the National Institute of Neurology and Neurosurgery in Mexico City. The purpose of the pilot vasospasm study is to obtain proof of concept that the VitalFlow can cause vasodilation in a stroke-like condition of brain ischemia. At the time of this publication, 3 SAH patients with angiography confirmed cerebral artery vasospasm have been stimulated with the VitalFlow using 10 Hz pulses delivered for 3 min at 80% power. Patients with Fisher Grade 3 SAH are being enrolled on the 3^rd^ or 4^th^ day posthemorrhage, at a time after the aneurysm is surgically controlled. Before VitalFlow stimulation, all patients routinely received vasospasm prophylaxis including maintenance of euvolemia and systemic nimodipine. The development of vasospasm is monitored with daily transcranial Doppler ultrasonography, and when flow velocities achieved velocities consistent with probably vasospasm, the patient is evaluated with catheter angiography using a Zeego angiography system (Siemens).

While on the angiography table, and after confirmation of vasospasm defined by \>50% constriction of one or more cerebral arteries, VitalFlow stimulation is delivered as described above. After VitalFlow stimulation, no adverse events have been reported by the 3 patients stimulated to date, all of whom were sedated per the routine of the angiography procedure. All three patients demonstrated dilation of the vasospastic cerebral arteries \[[Figure 12](#F12){ref-type="fig"}\] on average by 32% from the prestimulation diameter. Moreover, aside from the relief of the vasospastic arteries, VitalFlow stimulation diffusely dilated unaffected cerebral arteries, increasing their diameters by an average of 13%. Similarly, the time to peak for contrast signal was reduced by 0.5 s across 18 measured arteries. Such results appear to us as quite promising for the VitalFlow technology as a treatment for conditions of brain ischemia.

![The clinical prototype VitalFlow causes cerebral artery dilation in a subarachnoid hemorrhage patient who developed vasospasm. Anteroposterior view. Left: Prestimulation; right: Poststimulation. Automated pressure-and volume-controlled contrast injection](BC-2-164-g012){#F12}

Summary and Future Directions {#sec1-3}
=============================

Facial nerve stimulation increases CBF in a manner that appears to reverse brain ischemia and improve neurological function. This is well-documented in the preclinical setting, and can be inferred from information available on BrainsGate\'s invasive facial nerve stimulation device that is in late-stage clinical testing as a treatment for ischemic stroke patients. Successful development of a facial nerve stimulator would represent the first fundamentally new therapy for ischemic stroke in 20 years.

Noninvasive facial nerve stimulation as an emergency treatment for ischemic stroke may offer considerable benefit to patients if it can be rapidly applied without much need for diagnostic testing or the involvement of specialized healthcare practitioners. Our preclinical findings with the VitalFlow stimulator suggest that acute facial nerve stimulation is safe in the context of intravenous rt-PA treatment and even ruptured cerebral arteries. A rapid use of facial nerve stimulation close to the time of onset of the ischemic stroke may not have intracranial hemorrhage as a limiting concern, then. In addition, misapplication of facial nerve stimulation to stroke mimics including active seizure may not prove to be a safety concern in the clinical setting, as has even been shown for rt-PA\[[@ref86]\] despite its dangerous hemorrhagic complications.\[[@ref78]\] If these preclinical findings were to prove true in the clinical setting, and with a simple and straightforward design, a noninvasive facial nerve stimulator such as the VitalFlow might be used for stroke treatment at the earliest opportunity.
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